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Year 9 Music BLB Spring B
Band Musicianship 3: Songs for a Better World
Name:____________________ Class: ______

Log on to: Oak Academy Songs World
Or: https://classroom.thenational.academy/units/band-musicianship-3-songs-for-a-better-world-125b
Please note: Instead of using Bandlab, please use https://onlinesequencer.net/ or Garage Band
Or ask your teacher for a username and password for the Soundation music software
For a virtual keyboard, use musicca.com on your phone or computer
NOTE: THIS BOOKLET CAN BE DONE WITHOUT THE VIDEOS IF NECESSARY, THOUGH AN INTERNET CONNECTION WILL
SOMETIMES BE NEEDED FOR LISTENING TO MUSIC CLIPS.
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Weeks 1 or 2: Lesson 1
Title: Melody and Lyrics
LI: to understand how John Lennon employed melody to communicate the lyrics of his song, Imagine
CONNECT: In this lesson, you will need: Your book, a pencil, your voice/instrument or virtual instrument – musicca.com or
a Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) such as onlinesequencer.net or Soundation (ask your teacher for information on this)
or Garage Band
ACTIVATE: Watch Video 1 (Type in Oak Academy Songs World)
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-understand-how-john-lennon-employed-melody-to-communicate-the-lyrics-of-his-songimagine-6gvp2d

Listen to John Lennon’s Imagine. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EJ72bYyEtBg
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Write down the lyrics that are important at the start. _________________________________________________
What do you think this very famous song is about?
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
This is a protest song. What could John Lennon be protesting against or for? _________________________________________________________________
DEMONSTRATE:
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Use musicca.com, an instrument, or onlinesequencer.net or Soundation to do this.
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Similarities/differences between what we have seen already and the Pre-chorus:

We do not want you to use BandLab, but if you wish to use a DAW, use onlinesequencer.net without signing up, or
Soundation (ask your teacher to sign you up for this) You can always use musicca.com or Garage Band
STOP VIDEO FROM 8’ 48’’ AND RESTART AT 11’ 25’’
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Create a 3 note melody, using the notes D, E and F#.
Change the rhythm and frequency of notes for interest.
Use the melody to create four phrases that are similar but with subtle differences.
Write it out here or record it on the DAW:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-understand-how-john-lennon-employed-melody-to-communicate-the-lyrics-of-his-songimagine-6gvp2d

CONSOLIDATE:
Take the Quiz:
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Weeks 3 or 4: Lesson 2
Title: Communicating the Message in a Song
LI: to use different elements of music to communicate using a song
CONNECT: In this lesson, you will need: Your book, a pencil, your voice/instrument or virtual instrument – musicca.com or a Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW) such as onlinesequencer.net or Soundation (ask your teacher for information on this) or Garage Band

ACTIVATE:
Watch Video 2: (Type in: Oak Academy Songs World)
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-understand-how-and-why-tempo-metre-and-rhythm-choices-help-to-communicate-themessage-of-a-song-cmvp2c
Warm up: Listen to ‘Imagine’ by John Lennon at a faster temp, a slow tempo and the original tempo, then answer these questions:

____________________________________
Different genres of different tempi (speed) and tempo can actually define a genre. You don’t get a fast rock ballad or a
slow disco tune.
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DJ’s are strict about the Beats Per Minute of the music they play to make it easier to dance to.

Listen to ‘Imagine’ again, and clap on the 1st beat of every bar.
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Listen to Bob Marley’s ‘Get Up, Stand Up’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X2W3aG8uizA
The strong beats are on the 2nd and 4th beats of the bar. The 1st beat of the bar is not as strong in reggae.
How does the metre change the mood of a piece? __________________________________________
What if ‘Imagine’ was in 3 instead of 4?____________________________________________________
You’d have to change the rhythm, too, to make the words work.
The long notes and rests would have to be shorter. The result would be a less emotional song.

Analysis of the Verse:
Vocal part has a rest on beat 1, starts on off beat
Also a rest in bars 2 and 4. Gives time for singer to
breathe and so can hear the piano semi-quaver pattern
(rhythmically interesting)
Syncopation in vocal parts (emphasis on offbeat)
Piano part is very simple
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Note the descending then ascending, stepwise bassline.

These are S-T-R-E-T-C-H TASKS WHICH
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO DO. (But you are
welcome to do them if you like)
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DEMONSTRATE: Watch video 3: Texture, Tonality and Harmony in John Lennon’s ‘Imagine’
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-understand-how-john-lennon-employed-texture-tonality-and-harmony-in-his-protestsong-imagine-6xj36c?activity=video&step=1

Listen to these cover versions of Imagine
‘Imagine’ covered by Eva Cassidy:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGnfqRR509M
‘Imagine’ covered by India Arie and Hervie Hancock:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVAQl7qq-aI
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Remember: To play a chord: Press, miss, Press, miss, Press. (A semitone is interval between the closest notes)
For a Major Chord: 4 semitones + 3 semitones
For a Minor Chord: 3 semitones + 4 semitones
For a 7th, add another note which is the 7th note from the root. (E.g. G B D F)

We do not want you to use BandLab, so please use onlinesequencer.com without logging on, or musicca.com
You can also try Garage Band or Soundation (ask your music teacher to sign you up if you want to compose)
When you cannot get online, use the above keyboard to work out which notes you would use.
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Homophonic means: a solo instrument accompanied by chords
Write two sentences:
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
(Popular, simple texture. Helps make a powerful message, clear. Easier to focus on lyrics/ melody/message if the piano
accompaniment is simple)
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Now: play the chords of the pre-chorus on your instrument or even on the paper keyboard above:
C

/

Em /

Am7 / /

/

D

/

C

/

D

S-T-R-E-T-C-H: If you are feeling brave, you could try reading the notes from above, and playing the left and right hands
separately, then together.
So instead of playing the notes of the chord at the same time, you
could play them separately: C E G E
G B D B

Tonality: The character of a song is determined by the key the music is in. Music is often in a major or minor key. (Using a
set pool or scale of notes)
‘Imagine’ is in a major key, so the listener tends to feel ___________________ about the future.
If it were in a minor key, the character of the song might be more ___________________________.
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In the pre-chorus, the harmonic rhythm increases, which means that the chords change more often.
An inversion is a chord played with the same note names, but in a different order
E.g. Instead of playing C E G, you could create a slightly different feel to the chord by putting the ‘C’ at the top of the
chord;
E G C (high C)
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S-T-R-E-T-C-H

Harmony:

S-T-R-E-T-C-H
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CONSOLIDATE: Quiz:
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Week 5: Lesson 3
Title: Structure and Instruments
LI: to understand song structure, and the roles in a band
CONNECT: In this lesson, you will need: Your book, a pencil, your voice/instrument or virtual instrument – musicca.com or a Digital Audio
Workstation (DAW) such as onlinesequencer.net or Soundation (ask your teacher for information on this) or Garage Band

ACTIVATE:
Watch Video 4: (Type in: Oak Academy Songs World)
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-understand-song-structure-and-the-roles-in-a-band-ccvkgc?activity=video&step=1
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DEMONSTRATE:
Which section is missing?
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Draw arrows to show which feature belongs in which box:

List the typical instruments found in a band:
____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

___________________________________
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Which box describes which person in a band? Match up the roles with the descriptions:
Dummer

Lead vocalist

Lead guitarist

Rhythm guitarist

Bass guitarist

You might have other people who have other roles, such as rapper, keyboard player, etc.

Backing vocalist
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Listen to ‘Can’t Stop’ by The Red Hot Chili Peppers.
Q: What are the instruments?
Q: What can you hear?
Q: And what do you think will happen after the guitar solo?

Here are the answers:
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Dimitri Shostakovich

Marvin Gaye

Listen to two different protest songs seen below; Imagine by John Lennon and Black by Dave, and compare and contrast.
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Warm up:

The presenter then sings the melody of ‘Imagine’ over the chord sequence of ‘Black’ and vice versa, to see what effect it
has on the mood of the pieces.
Write here:
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CONSOLIDATE:

